Integrated-care in France and HAD

As England has implemented HCH (Hospital Care at Home) and Australia HITH (Hospital In The Home), France also has its own system of in-home healthcare service delivery: l’Hospitalisation A Domicile (HAD). Even though these systems show significant differences, they have gathered interest and have been implemented or further developed in recent years. In France, the patient’s home is seen as an extension of the hospital, and HAD facilities are considered as full healthcare facilities.

In 1973, a federation of HAD facilities (FNEHAD), was established in France to ensure the delivery of high quality care in the comfort of the user’s home. Since the notification of 2000 from the Ministry of Health and Solidarity, HAD has been considered as a form of hospitalization in the home of the patient and prescribed by hospitals or primary care physicians. HAD provides seamless coordinated medical and paramedic care in the patient’s home for a given period of time (subject to changes depending on the evolution of the patient’s health condition).

The Director of the In-home Healthcare, Care and Home Hospitalization Structure of the FEDOSAD association, M. Terrade Olivier, wrote the following paper. The FEDOSAD association provides various in-home care services in the French city of Dijon and includes a HAD facility. This paper gives an insight into the HAD system, the difficulties encountered by the FEDOSAD association, the role that HAD plays in geriatric care, the evolution of HAD, and the relationships with retirement homes will also be discussed throughout the paper.
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and the future of in-home care services in France.

Studying this system would certainly benefit Japan in its attempt to implement a community-based care system that integrates medical and long-term care.

II. History of HAD

Dr. E.M. Bluestone, from Montefiore Hospital in New York, started a home healthcare program that can be considered as the first American experience with HAD.

In 1950, the possibility of taking care of patients in their home started to be examined in France, especially for patients with cancer.

In 1957, the Public Hospital System of Paris[3] established the first HAD facility.

In December 1970, HAD was legally recognized in France through the Hospital Act (December 30, 1970). The National Federation of Hospital Care at Home (FNEHAD [4]) was then created to fix the terms of HAD.

In 1974, the National Healthcare Fund defined the functioning rules of HAD.

In 1985, 28 facilities (36 in 1990) providing HAD services had already been created.

The law of July 31, 1991, positioned HAD as a full alternative to conventional hospitalization.

On October 2, 1992, decree 92-1101 related to alternative structures of hospitalization as well as decree 92-1102 related to the functioning terms of HAD were adopted.

The notification and the complementary notification of May 30, 2000, defined the types of care provided by HAD facilities. Every HAD facility in France is following these notifications.

In 2000, the number of facilities providing HAD services reached 78.

An order for the simplification of the organization and management of the healthcare system went into effect on September 30, 2003. This order terminated the pre-existing change rate in which two hospital beds had to be cut before one HAD bed was created.

The Ministry of Health defined conditions for accessing HAD services through a February 4, 2004, notification.

A December 1, 2006, notification expressed once again the general and comprehensive nature of HAD. This notification also clarifies the conditions for accessing HAD services as well as the obligations and roles of the various persons involved in HAD. The need to further develop HAD is also stressed throughout this notification.

In 2007, the number of facilities providing HAD reached 207.


III. Creation of HAD facility in Dijon

FEDOSAD is an association specializing in the care of dependent or sick elderly persons. This association, which had been delivering in-home social and nursing care, became interested in the HAD system and started to investigate the local needs of elderly persons in the city of Dijon.

The FEDOSAD association had been providing in-home nursing care services since 1987 and thus had expertise in answering the care needs of users in a home setting.

Furthermore, the association had already been recognized as an innovative structure as it had implemented an Apartment with Coordinated Therapeutic Care. This apartment was created as a part of the City-Hospital Network that supports the care of patients with HIV. This experimental project was made possible because of the recognition of HIV patients as a target for in-home nursing care services (SSIAD [6]) and thanks to the collaboration of a teaching hospital in Dijon, which allocated one physician of the infectious disease department and a social worker to the project.

These are the reasons FEDOSAD chose to experiment with HAD in Dijon in partnership with the teaching hospital and the Hospital Regional Agency (ARH [7]), which later became the Healthcare Regional Agency (ARS [8]). This experimentation was made possible by using staff from the in-home nursing care services (SSIAD) and from the teaching hospital (one care assistant and 0.25 coordinating nurses for every three beds in HAD).

In September 2002, the ARH started a debate on “How to improve care in the Dijon area,” which eventually led to the creation of a HAD facility in that city.

During the next six months, many meetings, studies, and discussions with healthcare professionals and private hospital personnel were conducted. This led to the creation of a HAD facility that could provide care for 35 patients (10 of the 35 beds are for the exclusive use of the geriatric department of Dijon’s hospital).

In August 2003, the documents required for the creation of the facility were sent to the relevant authorities. Finally, the CROSMS [9] and the COMEX [10] authorized the creation of this facility at the beginning of 2004.

The HAD venture in Dijon started at this moment, involving recruitment of personnel, creation of job descriptions, intern planning, and communication with other health professionals.

The facility finally opened in November 2004.
V. Administration of HAD

Once the authorization was granted, it was necessary to organize the internal structure of the facility and to recruit staff members.

Meetings were held with independent physicians, members of the Independent Nurses Association, and pharmacists and chemists, in collaboration with the teaching hospital, private hospitals, networks, the Local Center of Information and Coordination (CLIC [11]), and other services (in-home nursing care services, home help providers). After these meetings, agreement contracts were signed, and the teaching hospital decided to allocate a coordinating physician [12] in charge of medical decisions.

As HAD facilities provide services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, it was necessary to bring the facilities up to code, keep a stock of supplies, and build a place to handle medical waste.

Vehicles were also purchased to enable staff members to make home visits.

V. Legal framework, concise procedures, and specific regulations

Until 2009, the French health care code had considered HAD facilities as an alternative to hospitalization. However, in July 2009, they became recognized as full healthcare facilities and as a full healthcare system.

HAD facilities are healthcare facilities that provide coordinated medical and non-medical care in the patient’s home for a given period of time (subject to changes depending on the evolution of the patient’s health condition). This care differs from that provided by other at-home care services with regard to the complexity and frequency of the care provided.

It is important to remember that HAD is a type of hospitalization. This means that without HAD services, the user would have been placed in a conventional hospital. The user’s personal physician can directly prescribe HAD services even if there was no previous stay at a conventional hospital. The primary care physician is frequently consulted regarding the situation at home. He has to agree with the use of HAD, and it is recommended that he pay a weekly visit to the patient.

Thus, HAD facilities are considered as hospital facilities where patients do not come or stay. As such, these facilities have to follow the same rules and regulations as public or private hospitals, including those pertaining to continuity and constancy in care delivery, safety and quality, certification from the French Authority for Health [13], measures against nosocomial infections, pain management, drug use, and medical waste.

VI. What type of care for what type of patient?

Care provided by HAD facilities is regularly adjusted and normalized in a care protocol, which determines the goal, the follow-up, and the fee for services. This protocol is thus a clinical, psychosocial, and therapeutic care plan contracted by a primary care physician and a coordinating physician.

Three main types of care are provided: palliative and supportive care provided continuously to patients who will not recover (this care may be provided until the end of the patient’s life), rehabilitative care for patients who may make a full recovery or whose condition may improve, and one-time care provided for a short period of time that requires special skills to administer it.

The strength of the Dijon HAD facility (hereafter the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility) is the giving of care in a comprehensive manner, which includes psychosocial care. The care services involve the family and others close to the patient because they are often the key to providing successful care. To ensure such care is provided, the facility includes a psychologist and a social worker to make allowances for the needs and expectations of not only the patient but also of other caregivers.

VII. HAD facilities: providing users with HAD while improving decision-making on healthcare issues

The HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility does whatever it can to respect the choices of users. However, the limits of in-home care sometimes go against what the user or the multidisciplinary team would want.

This is because HAD is just one step in a larger care process and serves as a stepping-stone to other independent professionals or in-home nursing care providers who will take care of the patient once his or her condition is stabilized. On the other hand, if the patient’s condition gets to the point where HAD is no longer a suitable option, then the patient will be transferred to a conventional hospital. Nevertheless, as the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility has various internal resources (skilled staff) and as the department of ambulatory palliative care of the teaching hospital signed a contract with the facility, it is possible to properly support patients in their own home until the end.
Ensuring high quality care to gain recognition from everyone

Every healthcare facility, private or public, has to be certified. This certification applies to healthcare facilities in a legal meaning and concerns the activities conducted by the staff of the facility involved with providing care to patients.

The certification process has been established to ensure high quality care and safety for the patient and to promote continuous assessments and improvements. Another goal is to gain the public’s trust by making the results of audits available to them.

In order to be certified by the French Authority for Health, the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility established six work groups focusing on different issues (management, logistics, quality management, risk management, information technology, patient processing).

Three of the work groups, comprising mainly field staff (staff from the facility and independent healthcare professionals), started working on how to assess professional practice regarding items such as in-home transfusion, drug channels, and end-of-life care at home.

The facility supported multiplicity in practices and viewpoints, internal or external, by including a plurality of professionals in its steering committees. For example, many professionals from outside the facility (teaching hospital staff, pharmacists, primary care physicians, etc.) participated actively in the steering committees and contributed to follow-up on quality procedures. In June 2009, the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility was certified by the French Authority for Health (HAS). This accreditation is renewed through various audits conducted every two years.

Reinforced and specialized partnership

There is no standardized model of organization for HAD. Commensurate with its status, a HAD facility may include a variable number of independent staff members working in partnership with it.

These partnerships are based on agreements between the facility and the independent professionals to define the legal framework. The professionals must follow the practices established within the facility concerning items such as continuity of care, information-sharing, and care files and must take part in care quality assessments.

In October 2007, a notification authorized HAD facilities to take care of patients staying in retirement homes, whether or not such homes provided care. The notification followed the passing of a convention between the two types of facilities. This eventually led to a new type of cooperation between healthcare facilities and medical-social facilities.

For an HAD facility to intervene when the retirement home is one that already provides care (i.e., is a care center for dependent elderly persons [14]), the patient’s condition must require highly qualified care that the care center cannot provide. This qualified care does not replace the nursing and social care that the care center staff members may already provide.

The remuneration provided for HAD services delivered in a care center is lower than that provided when the services are delivered in the patient’s home. In this case also, the HAD facility intervenes in order to prevent a conventional hospitalization.

Both the HAD facility and the care center must agree on the decision to intervene. The request for the intervention is made by the primary care physician of the patient or by a care center physician. However, both physicians must give their opinions on the matter since it is a form of medical prescription. The care center physician must also explain why the care center cannot by itself fully cover the needs of the patient.

The HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility has at times intervened in this manner, and the interventions have reinforced inter-facility cooperation and led to better standardization and better sharing of practices between the facilities.

Partnership with general practitioners

At the beginning of HAD, the lack of knowledge among general practitioners about the HAD system led to some difficulties.

However, through media communication and information sharing, FNEHAD improved this situation. In 2008, two-thirds of general practitioners said they had used HAD services at least once during the year.

This partnership still needs to be reinforced because general practitioners are frequently consulted regarding the patient’s situation at home and must consent to the use of HAD services before they can be delivered. Moreover, general practitioners work together with coordinating physicians to consolidate the patient’s care plan because they already have valuable information on the patient, the patient’s family, and the patient’s home.

The role of HAD in geriatric care

HAD is a strong link in the geriatric care system, but it still needs to be developed and reinforced, especially in the countryside. The delivery of HAD services may prevent disorientation and adaptability issues from arising by
avoiding sudden changes of environment. However, HAD services would not be possible without a reliable and efficient family or social environment. Most of the time, the use of home help services is also necessary. The HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility used to directly employ home helpers for the delivery of HAD services. However, due to the lack of funding from the national health insurance towards these services, this method of employment is no longer sustainable given the current financial situation.

HAD has now found its place in the healthcare system. The system’s economic qualities and the clear improvement in the quality of life it provides to users are now well established. However, HAD facilities require personnel with a high level of medical skills, considering the frequency of palliative care provided and the complexity of the users’ health conditions. Thus, HAD facilities can only work if good collaboration is established between the coordinating team, the primary care physician, and the other persons involved.

If this collaboration is achieved, HAD facilities can play a major role in establishing an efficient gerontology network.

XII. Specific payment model

Since 2005, HAD has been entirely funded by the French national health insurance system through a fee-for-services model called T2A. The model is similar to the one used in private and public hospitals. All care delivered through the HAD system is thus covered by the insurance.

The payment for services delivered by HAD facilities is based on a special payment system: fee categories (called GHT [15]) were established for the types of care delivered, and each day HAD facilities receive fees commensurate with the type of care they provide. Each day of care provided to a patient is classified into one fee category through a computer program called “function groupage,” with the categories based on four RPSS [16] variables. These variables are the main care type, the associated care type (if there is one), the Karnofsky index (which measures the functional impairment of the user), and the length of care delivered overall. These daily fee categories include all costs that the HAD facility may have to cover, such as payment for physicians and non-medical professionals, drugs, use of medical equipment, and transportation for medical reasons [17].

Every HAD facility also uses a computer program for transferring medical information (PMSI) to the Technical Information Agency on Hospitalization (ATIH [18]). Every year, HAD facilities must submit their own statistics (SAE [19]) to the Directorate of Hospitalization and Care Management (DHOS [20]) in order to determine the ICALIN [21] score of the facility.

XIII. Organization of HAD FEDOSAD 21 Facility

The organization of the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility has closely followed the terms stipulated for the originally authorized project. It involved taking various steps such as recruiting staff members, establishing procedures, finalizing an admission system, and setting up a teleprocessing system for employees to record their entry and exit times from the patient’s home.

The coordinating physician quickly became accustomed to this new way of providing care and, from the outset, an important and necessary spirit of cooperation was established between the physician and the coordinating nurses. To ensure medical care could be provided 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, a shift system was designed. Time was also secured for exchanging necessary information regarding the evolution of the patient’s situation at home and the patient’s needs, as well as for continuously readjusting the care provided.

From the start, the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility included both facility members and independent professionals on its steering committee to ensure it could immediately meet the medical requirements of its patients. These professionals shared their experiences and worked together to pursue, develop, implement, and improve medical strategies. The FEDOSAD association also created various entities within the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility such as a Nosocomial Infections Control Department, a Medical Facility Committee, a Committee for Pain Management, a Committee on Hygiene and Work Safety, and a committee in charge of facility-user relationships and care quality.

The FEDOSAD association already included many home care services, which eventually led to better responsiveness and mutual cooperation. For example, a client using FEDOSAD home-help services may have access to various other services such as transportation to medical appointments and, if his or her condition becomes worse, have direct access to in-home nursing care services or even to HAD services. Moreover, as the FEDOSAD association is also managing care centers for dependent elderly persons (EHPAD) and day care centers, it can easily offer respite care services, which are beneficial for both the patients and the various caregivers.

XIV. Experiences with and feedback on HAD FEDOSAD 21 Facility

It did not take long for someone like Jean to decide to use
HAD services. He certainly has a long medical history: ten years ago, he was diagnosed with an extremely rare orphan disease with symptoms similar to those of multiple sclerosis. He was told the only way to stabilize the disease would be for him to receive an intravenous injection of a very expensive drug over a four-day period every two or three months.

In the quietness of his hospital room, he thought about the burden the treatment would impose on him and how expensive would be the hospital and drugs without which his condition could not be stabilized. “I thought about how the money could be better spent on kids. I refused care but the doctors got angry!” In the end, he accepted the treatment, and from this point his tour of hospitals started. At first, he went to a hospital close to his home but then had to change to another one because the treatment was too expensive. He then switched hospitals once more, this time for one in Dijon city. In each case, he was forced to endure a long waiting time because his treatment was of a lower priority than other emergency cases. Even though the injections caused him headaches, most of the time he had to share a room with other patients. Thus, he was often forced to hear the sounds of other patients’ TV sets or family visits. He sometimes had to stay in the hallway because of the lack of available rooms and also experienced the lack of sufficient staff members. “At first, I could deal with the situation, but after a year or two, I started getting progressively weaker and getting tired more and more quickly. Finally I decided, ’I’m not coming anymore...’”

But the day he made this decision, he met the department chief in the hallway. The chief, who was at first reluctant to the idea of using HAD services, finally asked him if he would prefer to be treated at home.

When we spoke to Jean about this, he told us, “When I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.” He then added, as if wishing to apologize for the money that his treatment cost, “My treatment still costs less to society. It does not cut jobs, I have cards in my hand, I play them.”

Many issues still remain to be addressed before a long-lasting expansion of HAD can be secured. One of these is that the payment model (T2A) has not been adjusted during the last few years. Another is that funding for palliative care has apparently been insufficient.

Moreover, HAD is still not well known by many healthcare professionals regardless of whether they are working in the community, in private or public hospitals, or providing ambulatory care. Many physicians that may prescribe HAD services, especially those working in hospitals, still have some difficulties in understanding how HAD works. Another issue concerns the lack of availability of in-home nursing care services (SSIAD) to take care of patients after their use of HAD services.

The lack of care providers is also a major issue, as many professionals would rather work in an inpatient facility to avoid the discomfort of going from one patient’s home to another. This is an issue that in-home care providers will surely have to face. Since going from home to home is energy-sapping and time-consuming, in-home care providers are more likely to get tired than those who work in hospitals. This may eventually lead to a lack of human resources.

XV. Strengths of HAD FEDOSAD 21 Facility

One goal of the HAD FEDOSAD 21 facility has always been to constantly improve the satisfaction of both patients and employees. This is why the facility chose a mixed organization involving independent nurses and a coordinating kinesitherapist to promote collaboration among employees and more flexible adjustment of professional practices. To ensure safety and optimization of the drug channel, a coordinating pharmacist was recruited to check procedures (creating a chart for the beneficial use of drugs, checking the content of prescriptions). A psychologist and a social worker were employed to support patients and to meet possible needs of other employees. A pediatric nurse was recruited for the future development of pediatric care in collaboration with the teaching hospital.

Since its inception, the facility has had a high occupancy rate. In 2011, it received 228 admission requests. During that year, the facility was taking care of 50 persons a month on average, for a total of 12,585 days of services provided. Of the 59 patients who died in 2011, the end-of-life occurred at home for 47 of them. In 2011, the use of HAD services lasted on average 17.25 days per patient.

XVI. For the future

It is necessary to give physicians a better understanding of the HAD system and the utility of HAD services by improving their knowledge about the admission criteria and about the types of care that can be delivered. Furthermore, HAD should increase their opportunities to work in care centers for dependent elderly persons (EHPAD) and should establish more partnerships with new
services to enable them to specialize in new types of in-home care (pediatrics, chemotherapy). It is vital for a HAD facility to be specialized in certain types of healthcare to avoid being overwhelmed by having to provide too broad a range of care services.

The goal of HAD is to become a sort of in-home hospital facility. This goal can be reached, but it is our responsibility to expand the system and general knowledge of it so that patients will have more choices about the way they receive care. Nevertheless, the HAD system is already providing relief for overcrowded hospitals and clinics, and thus should be supported to help persons secure access to care and to establish a fair care system for everyone.
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